


RC82 Mark I JET SET CUFFLINKS

The click-controlled rotating sleeve calibration device inside the two 
“jet engines” operate similarly to the barrel of a revolver.  With a 
stealth spin, the jet rotates to allow an eleven-position fine adjustment 
to ensure the cuff fits comfortably, either above or beneath watches 
of varying dimensions.

In the completely expanded position, the cuff is loose enough to allow 
the effortless retraction of the sleeve, thus enabling more comfortable 
dining or driving, or simply a more convenient position of the sleeve 
for the washing of one’s hands

Natural, Blue, Black or Dore Aluminium with 
Natural Titanium and 5N Red Gold Accents

Series:  100 sets 

Issue date:  2015

Case: 
• Total Weight: 40  grams/ set of two
• 36 total components / 16 individual
• 3 Grams of 5N Red Gold
• 2 TWVVS1+ diamonds

Functions:
• World’s first calibration rotation device for a 

cufflink
• Calibration range of 11mm allowing for fine 

adjustment for shirt cuff
• One handed operation

Origin:  100% manufactured in Switzerland

Collectors Information



RC82 Mark I JET SET CUFFLINKS
Bespoke Edition- Captain american



RC82 Mark I JET SET CUFFLINKS
Bespoke Edition- Kryptonite



RC82 Mark I JET SET CUFFLINKS
Bespoke Edition- Qatar



RC82 Mark I JET SET CUFFLINKS
R82-CUFFLINK -CODE NAME :  JET SET

There is a long archaeological history of cuff ornamentation, extending from several thou-
sand years B.C. to present time. But when Roland Iten, the master of mechanical accesso-
ries introduced the world’s first calibrated cufflink in 2011, the cuff ornament finally received 
the innovation it so rightfully deserves.

Enter the newest collection in the range of calibration cufflinks—the  RC 82 Mark I Jet-Set 
“watch-links”  that will have unique appeal to collectors of large and/or sporty timepiec-
es.  While the RC81 mechanical cufflinks  are the go-to for a crisp, tight cuff,  and the RZ8 
calibration cufflinks with an expansion range of 6mm are perfectly suited to wear behind or 
over thin and/or elegant timepieces,  the RC82 Jet-Set Calibration Cufflinks,  named for the 
shape of the calibration chamber which resembles a jet engine,  boasts an expansion range 
of 11mm, enough to cover even the largest timepieces in your collection, and its masculine 
shape and  large size will hold its own in comparison to the statement machine on your 
wrist. 

The click-controlled rotating sleeve calibration device inside the two “jet engines” operate 
similarly to the barrel of a revolver.  With a stealth spin, the jet rotates to allow a eleven-po-
sition fine adjustment to ensure the cuff fits comfortably, either above or beneath watches 
of varying dimensions. 

In the completely expanded position, the cuff is loose enough to allow the effortless retrac-
tion of the sleeve, thus enabling more comfortable dining or driving, or simply a more con-
venient position of the sleeve for the washing of one’s hands. 

Another feature of this cufflink is the dual-hinged clip, shaped like an arrow, which clicks 
effortlessly into a flat position allowing a smooth and rapid insertion of the clip into the cuff 
with just one hand. 
 
Issued in 18K white gold, 5N red gold or in natural steel, the jets come in a variety of col-
ours and some models allow a patriotic expression to either side of the Cote d’Azur,  the 
original playground of the jet-setters of the 1950’s and 60’s.  The red and blue rings sym-
bolise your allegiance to the cosmopolitan French Riviera, while the red and green rings 
pledge your fidelity to the romance of the Italian coast. 

The RC82 Jet-Set calibration cufflink series incorporate the perfect blend of performance, 
skill, sophistication and flawless functional performance. 100% made in Switzerland on 
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